
Stress Less, Scale More
With Proven Results From

Results
Renewal Logistics was able to come to our
client. We set up shop about 10 minutes away
from their distribution center. With this set up,
our clients were able to use their own drivers
and trailers and did not incur any real costs
for trucking. Even better, within a matter of
weeks, all of the items were decontaminated,
and the returns were processed so that these
goods could be put back into stock. 

Results
Renewal Logistics immediately set up for
processing. This client had no wait or lead
times. They immediately shipped these goods
to our facilities. Our team was processing the
order within a week of notification of the
issue, and over the course of the next 45 days
processed 3.5MM suit pants and jackets. 
 Renewal Logistics also re-allocated and
prepped these items for distribution. 
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Mold Free Apparel Made Easy

Problem
A well known footwear brand based in
California received 800,000 units back from
Walmart due to mold contamination. This
project was more complicated because it had
to be processed as a return, as well as
decontaminated. The client was on the West
coast, and in order to truck the goods to us
during the height of Covid, they would have
had to pay $20,000 per load, at a total of
$800,000 in trucking costs. 

*Do to the confidentiality and nature of the client problems shared above we cannot share
client names but we can provide references upon request.

Case Study #1

Problem
A Fortune 500 retailer based in the southeast
spent about $5MM in marketing dollars for a
new suit product that was made of a
performance spandex blend. This was one of
their top selling products for the year, and as
it was distributed to their stores, the stores
began calling back saying there was mold
contamination growing around the waistband
of the suit pants. 

Case Study #2


